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One of hockey's most feared enforcers reveals his off-ice battles with heroin and depression
Chris Nilan, who grew up in the tough and gritty Irish enclavein Boston, was a feared enforcer for the Montreal Canadiens, Boston Bruins and New York
Rangers, and a Stanley Cup champion never afraid to go into the corners or take off his gloves. He was a valued teammate whose very presence on the ice
affected the way the game was played. Always a colourful character, Nilan was married for many years to the daughter of the longtime girlfriend of Boston
mob figure Whitey Bulger, among the most notorious, ruthless and murderous gangsters in American history--almost all of his Habs teammates attended the
wedding. As an enforcer and as a teammate, Nilan ranks among the greatest of all time.
When the cheering stopped, however, Chris Nilan did not do well. The same qualities--his aggressiveness and high-emotion style--that proved so valuable on
the ice did not serve him well when his career ended. Nilan turned to drugs and alcohol to dull his pain, and nearly died from an overdose. Nilan's story is a
fascinating and troubling exposÃ© of the booze, bills and drugs that destroy so many athletes after their careers are over. But it's also a story of
triumph--Nilan has been the victor in his fight against his demons.
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In the tumultuous beginnings of hockey, the fights were as much off the ice as on it. A Great Game is about the hockey heroes and hard-boiled businessmen
who built the game, and the rise and fall of legendary teams pursuing the Stanley Cup. With a historian's perspective and fan's passion, Stephen Harper
presents a riveting and often surprising portrait of the early years of hockey, capturing everything from the physical contests on the rinks to the battles behind
the scenes. A Great Game shows how much about hockey has stayed the same. Rough play, fervent hometown loyalties, owner-player contract disputes,
partisan news coverage, and big money were issues from the get-go. Was hockey to be a game of obsessed amateurs playing for the love of the sport, or was
it a game for paid professionals who would give fans what they wanted? A century ago rinks could melt, and by halftime the blades screwed to the players'
shoes could be sinking in mud, but the hockey pioneers were unstoppable. Teams sprang up across North America, from Victoria to Winnipeg, Halifax to
Montreal, and Detroit to Pittsburgh. In the Queen City, in spite of the fanatical opposition of amateur hockey leaders, early teams such as the Toronto
Professionals of 1908 and the Toronto Blue Shirts of 1914 took turns battling for Toronto's very first Stanley Cup. These "forgotten Leafs" would lay the
groundwork for the world's most profitable hockey franchise. In A Great Game, Stephen Harper brings alive the history of hockey's first decades and pays
passionate tribute to the earliest star players of the game. This entertaining and original book will captivate fans from start to finish.
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Hockey is the lens through which we see our lives--how we measure right and wrong, how we understand our hopes and fears. So it was for Dave Bidini in
1974, the last year Dave Keon played in Toronto. In a new grade in a new school, Bidini found himself the victim of a bully--a depredation he could
understand only by thinking about what the Leafs dauntless captain went through game after game. 
Throughout his twenty-two-year career, Keon was only in one hockey fight, in his last game as a Leaf on April 22, 1974. It was on this day that the eleven-
year-old Bidini decided to fight back, an occasion that the writer looks back on with breathtaking courage and honesty. But while Bidini would remain a blue-
blooded Leafs fan into adulthood, Keon became estranged from the franchise with which he'd won four Stanley Cups, two Lady Byngs, and the first ever
Conn Smythe Trophy in 1967.
Told in two narratives--one from the point of view of the young Bidini growing up in Toronto in the early 70s and one from the perspective of the man
looking for his absent hero--Keon and Me tells not only the story of a hockey icon who has haunted Toronto for decades, but of a life lived in parallel to
Keon's. It's the story of cultural change, an account of the tribulations of the NHL's most beloved (and most despised) franchise in the decades since Keon
left under a cloud, and most of all, it is a story of growing up, with all the wisdom and sadness that imparts.
Part ode to a legendary hockey player, part memoir, Keon and Me captures what we all cherish in the game we love and the importance of the innocence we
cling to long after the cheers have faded.
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The National Hockey League -- born in a Montreal hotel room on November 26, 1917 -- has much to celebrate as it approaches its centenary. Millions of
fans from Montreal to Miami and Edmonton to Anaheim attend NHL games leach year, millions more watch on TV and the league pays its best players
multi-million annual salaries.
Over the course of its first century, the NHL's fortunes have ebbed and flowed. It has experienced setbacks and triumphs and innumerable crises. The league
has awarded many franchises only to see some of them falter, fail and fold. The board of governors - which has included rich eccentrics and at least one
future convict - has sometimes been fractured by men who loathed each other. How on earth has the NHL survived? The answer lies in the remarkable fact
that it has had only five presidents and one commissioner. Two of these chiefs were stop-gaps. For the balance of league's ninety-plus years, four men have
shaped and guided its fortunes and controlled the tough, hard-nosed, sometimes unruly owners who constituted the board of governors. 
     This is the story of two perpetual struggles -- the one on the ice and the one going on behind the scenes to keep the whole enterprise afloat. D'Arcy Jenish
was granted unprecedented access to previously unpublished league files, including revelatory minutes of board meetings, and conducted dozens of hours of
interviews with league executives, including commissioner Gary Bettman and former president John Ziegler, as well as well as owners, coaches, general
managers and player representatives. He now reveals for the first time the true story behind some of the most significant events of the contemporary era. 
    This is a definitive, revelatory chonicle that no serious hockey fan will want to be without.
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